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days.1 (4) The Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs.2 (5) The
Assumption of Moses.3 (6) The Psalms of Solomon,4 etc.
We possess only a small fraction of this apocalyptic litera-
ture,5 which, fostered by the national obsession, was produced
in great quantities. It naturally included many ephemeral
works which perished with the hopes they had momentarily
succeeded in arousing. It is surprising that we should be so
relatively well supplied with these works, which are full of
interest "though often difficult to interpret.
D. The term Rabbinical literature comprises the writings
of the Jewish scholars (doctors of the Law) whose teaching and
schools grew up from the Return, and more particularly from
the time of the earlier Hasmonseans.6 This literature was
exclusively occupied with the Law, with the purpose of clear-
ing up obscurities in the text and giving an exposition of its
precepts. It made a study of the cases which arose out of the
sacred text, and gradually evolved a comprehensive religious
and moral jurisprudence as well as a code of daily behaviour.
This immense work had two main objects. (1) It sought
to make the letter of the Lawr comprehensible to the people of
Palestine, who had as a whole forgotten Hebrew by the time
they returned from the Exile ; and to this end it produced the
Targums. (2) It commented on and supplemented the Law on
all points where unforeseen questions had arisen, the results of
this labour being the Midrash and the Talmud.
Originally the word Targum 7 meant a translation of any
kind, but in this connexion it refers to an Aramaic version of
a Biblical text first written in Hebrew. Aramaic was spoken
among the Mesopotamian conquerors of Israel and had begun
to make its way into Palestine, along with the products of
Oriental trade, even before the Captivity. It became the lan-
guage of the exiles and also of those humble folk who had
remained in Palestine under the Babylonian yoke. After 536,
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